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“Hyman is our Woodette Allen” - Peter Wintonick, award-winning documentarian

(Montreal – February 1, 2012)  On the cusp of turning 40, comic filmmaker Sharon Hyman feels like she 
should have certain external trappings of grownuphood - but she doesn't. 
In her eyes, there are early-bloomers, there are late-bloomers, and then there are what she calls 
Neverbloomers - those of us still waiting for our grownup lives to kick in!

Feeling like the Neverbloomer poster child, Hyman embarks on a “Search for GrownUphood” to ask 
the question: Does anyone ever really feel like a grownup? And, what does the concept actually mean? 
She speaks with friends, strangers, taxi drivers, her Hassidic rabbi, her doctors, her alleged mentor  
(famous filmmaker Peter Wintonick) and of course, her Orthodox Jewish mother.
And what she discovers is that we all feel like impostor grownups - at least part of the time.

Possibly the first documentary to tackle the subject of grownuphood head-on, what emerges is a 
thought-provoking and philosophical dialogue about the meaning of adulthood which ultimately 
celebrates the Neverbloomer in all of us.

Filmmaker Hyman, based in Montreal, has been making “autodocumentaries” (a phrase she coined to 
describe turning the camera back on oneself to tell one’s own story) since her youth - using humor and 
candor to show a side of the female psyche not typically seen in the mainstream media.  Described as a 
"one-woman film industry" Sharon produces, writes, directs and edits her movies - and also stars in them!

After obtaining a Master’s Degree in Educational Technology from Concordia University, Sharon had the 
great honor of being mentored by one of Canada’s pioneering cinéma vérité filmmakers, Wolf Koenig of 
the National Film Board of Canada, who encouraged her to experiment further with the autodocumentary 
form. This led to a collaboration with best pal Naomi Levine on their first “grownup” autodocumentary 
WORRIED, which premiered at the Montreal New Film and Video Film Festival and was broadcast by 
WTN (formerly The Women’s Network).

Montreal Gazette film critic John Griffin wrote: 
"Two white chicks, filming it as they live it, and working it out. 
As therapy, it obviously has its uses. As art, undoubtedly. 
And as entertainment, absolutely… " 



Sharon later received the support of another Canadian film icon, producer Harry Gulkin                      
(“Lies My Father Told Me”), who served as the advisor for Neverbloomers.

Neverbloomers: The Search for GrownUphood is Sharon's first feature film and has taken over a decade 
to complete. (What did you expect? She’s a Neverbloomer!)

The film is easily one of the most eagerly anticipated Canadian documentaries, because its theme 
resonates with everybody.

Over and over, people exclaim: “That’s me! I’m a Neverbloomer! I just never had a name for it before!”
And now they do.

Advance praise for the film

“I love, love, loved it!!!! 
 I was transfixed from beginning to end” - Luba, Canadian rock star 

"Sweet and funny, honest and poignant" - Tish Cohen, bestselling author

"I loved it...it has that lovely edge of cheekiness and truth which is like a mirror to us all"
- Lawrence Elman, Producer (Take it to the East – On tour with the Rolling Stones)

Neverbloomers: The Search for GrownUphood 
Produced, written, directed, filmed and edited by Sharon Hyman, in association with documentary. 
Additional support from The Canada Media Fund (CMF), The National Film Board of Canada and 
SODEC (Société de Développement des Enterprises Culturelles). 
Animation by Roxanne Ducharme
Sound Design by Daniel Toussaint.

The Neverbloomers soundtrack features some of the best Canadian songs of the 70s
from artists such as Randy Bishop, The Wackers, Shawne Jackson and Domenic Troiano, 
James Robert Ambrose, and Edward Bear.

Please visit the Neverbloomers website:
www.neverbloomers.com

Contact Sharon:
514-487-7831
sharonhyman@hotmail.com


